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Hi 
 
Please find attached consolidated briefing for your final clearance. I have amended the first
paragraph (Background) to reflect the ACF’s opposition to statutory effective life caps. Grateful
if you could read closely and ensure the content is valid.
 
I understand that there is limited space in the briefing, however we are of the view that it is
worth mentioning the recent tax reforms on fossil fuels, for example, FBT reform on cars and
the introduced legislation for the taxation of gaseous fuels etc. These are  government’s recent
achievements.
 
As said, this is outside our remit and hence just our suggestion for you to consider.
 
If you are happy with the briefing, please feel free to forward it to 
 

 
The G20 unit is responsible for the talking point section and second paragraph of Background, if
you have any queries in relation to these two sections, please feel free to contact me.
 
Happy to discuss if you have any queries.
 
Regards
 

 
From:  
Sent: Friday, 1 July 2011 10:57 AM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Away this afternoon [SEC=
 

 
I have forwarded  our units input on fossil fuel subsidies.   has been kind enough to
consolidate the indirect tax unit’s input with the G20 unit’s input.
 

please note,  has requested that the information be seen to  and 

 
Regards
 

Document 41


BRF - fossil fuel subsidies

Talking point: 

Australia had no measures that fell within the scope of the G20 commitment.

Australia has met its obligations under the G20 commitment to remove inefficient fuel subsidies that cause wasteful consumption;

Background:

The ACF has a number of fossil fuel subsidy recommendations, including: restructuring the Fuel Tax Credits Scheme (through removing subsidies for transport and mining over three years); phasing out aviation fuel tax concessions over five years; reforming the statutory effective life caps for fossil fuel industries and reviewing the concessional import tariff treatment for pollution-intensive vehicles. (Treasury recently responded to the ACF regarding their proposed reform of statutory effective life caps. The letter from ACF and the Treasury’s response are both attached).  

Australia submitted its response to the G20 commitment to remove inefficient fossil fuel subsidies that encourage wasteful consumption at the Toronto Summit.  Australia concluded it had no measures within scope of the commitment.  Japan, France, Brazil, UK, Saudi Arabia and South Africa also concluded they had no measures within scope.  G20 Finance Ministers have been asked to report on progress in implementing country-specific plans on removing inefficient fossil fuel subsidies at the November 2011 Leaders’ Summit.  Given Australia does not have measures within scope we do not need to provide such report.  

Fuel tax credits are not a fossil fuel subsidy. Consistent with Government policy, fuel tax credits are paid to reduce or remove the incidence of tax on businesses to ensure that where possible, the incidence of fuel tax does not add to business costs but is levied on final consumers. 
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[bookmark: Title]Mr Don Henry

[bookmark: AddressBlock1]Chief Executive Officer

[bookmark: AddressBlock2]Australian Conservation Foundation

[bookmark: AddressBlock3]Floor One, 60 Leicester Street

[bookmark: AddressBlock4]CARLTON  VIC  3053

[bookmark: AddressBlock5][bookmark: Salutation]Dear Mr Henry

[bookmark: OpeningLine][bookmark: ResponseTime][bookmark: ClosingLine]Thank you for your letter of 1 March 2011 concerning funding for marine protection and the reform of fossil fuel subsidies.  I apologise for the delay in responding to you.

[bookmark: Body]On 5 May 2011, the Minister for Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities, the Hon. Tony Burke MP, released a proposal for the South-west network of Commonwealth marine reserves for public consultation.  Submissions can be made before the consultation period ends on Monday, 8 August 2011.  The marine reserves proposals for the remaining regions; namely the North-west, North and East regions, will be released for public consultation in the second half of 2011.  

In the recent Budget, the Government allocated $9.7 million in 2011-12 to the protection of Australia's marine environment through the finalisation of the marine bioregional planning process and to support the initial implementation of the plans.  Funding for any future costs associated with the proclamation or management of new Commonwealth marine reserves are still to be determined.

In terms of your suggestion to finance from reform of subsidies, I would like to reassure you that Australia has met its obligations under the G20 commitment to remove inefficient fossil fuel subsidies that cause wasteful consumption.  Australia submitted its response to the G20, concluding that we had no measures within the scope of the Commitment.  In Australia, consumers pay market rates for fuel and producers benefit only from economy wide or sectorwide concessions.  

In response to your specific concern, regarding effective life statutory caps for certain depreciating assets used in the oil and gas industry, I would like to point out that such statutory caps were established to address the broader national interest, where large increases in asset write-off periods would have had a significant effect on investment in industries with national economic implications.  

Tax Commissioner  effective life reviews are based solely on the consideration of factors relating to an asset's effective life and do not take into account wider policy implications, such as the impact on investment decisions or broader economic impacts, particularly in large capital intensive industries.  

A timing benefit is the primary tax impact for the taxpayer that holds the statutory capped asset.  A capped life does not increase the overall level of deductions provided, rather it brings forward deductions that would otherwise be claimed in later years.  The extent that a faster write off reduces tax paid in the early years, tax paid in later years of the asset’s life will be higher due to the reduced deductions then available.

The positive impact on investment arising from statutory caps will have flow-on effects to the economy through employment and national production.  Some of the investment will also impact on trade flows, particularly those projects that are export-oriented. 

[bookmark: top]While there are some industry specific capped life assets, the main aim of those caps is to generate investment in capital assets that could provide positive flow-on effects for the economy.  However there are several other depreciating assets which any industry (not just the fossil fuel industry) can apply a capped life to including some trucks, trailers, minibuses, light commercial vehicles, helicopters and aeroplanes.  

The Australian Government has direct and efficient methods for promoting renewable energy, including through the Renewable Energy Target, designed to ensure 20 percent of Australia’s energy supply comes from renewable sources by 2020.  This will drive $16 billion in investment into renewable energy over the life of the scheme. 

Thank you for bringing your concerns to my attention.  As always we value constructive feedback from your organisation.

I trust this information will be of assistance to you.

[bookmark: SignOff]Yours sincerely

[bookmark: SignatureBlock][bookmark: EndOfDocument]WAYNE SWAN 
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From:  
Sent: Friday, 1 July 2011 10:49 AM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Away this afternoon [SEC
 
Hi  and ,
 
I will be out of the office this afternoon.  I would be grateful if you could forward that fossil
fuels input to  and  in my absence.
 
Thanks,
 

 

Analyst
 
Industry, Environment and Defence Division
The Treasury, Langton Crescent, Parkes ACT 2600
phone:  (02) 6263 
email:  @treasury.gov.au
 




